UK PRIDE Licence
VISION
"UK PRIDE is the celebration of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
solidarity throughout United Kingdom. It is for every person (LGBT, other and allies)
in Britain and aims to promote diversity, equal rights and inclusion for all as well as
the variety of LGBT culture.”
1. Licensing the title "UK PRIDE"
a. UKPON licenses the title " UK PRIDE (year)" only to a member. This member
must have organized at least two Pride events within the last four years.
(excluding 2020)
b. It is required that the decision to award the title shall take place at the
Autumn Conference of UKPON Two years before the proposed event. The
title will be officially licensed to the selected member after the decision at the
Conference and signature of the license agreement, which authorizes the
member to bare the title until the Autumn Conference following their event.
c.

This decision authorises the member to use the title "Organizer of UK PRIDE
(year)". The year MUST always be used as at the time of election there will
be two UK Prides licensed.

d. No one is allowed to use the UK PRIDE title until they have delivered a
signed licensing agreement to the Board of UKPON containing the terms and
conditions upon which usage of the UK PRIDE title is authorised by UKPON.
e. UKPON reserves the right to withdraw the title at any time, if the title is used
contrary to the Constitution of UKPON or the subsequent provision of the
licensing agreement.
f.

The selected member shall give reports at the Annual General Meeting of
UKPON and, twice a year to the Board of UKPON.

2. Other issues
a. The applicant shall keep UKPON informed about the organising of the
event and any probable difficulties.
b. The licensing agreement will specify regular reports and the
communications policy and contacts.
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3. Cancellation or withdrawal of license
a. The board can choose to withdraw the license in the following cases:
1. Licensee does not respect the vision of UK PRIDE
2. Licensee does fail to deliver proper planning and details to the event,
by the Autumn Conference prior to the event. (So 1 year on from
award).
3. Licensee faces financial issues such as deficit, bankruptcy or other
related situations.
4. Licensee ceases to exist.
5. Licensee sells or passes on the UK PRIDE license to a third
(commercial) party.
b. Decision to withdraw the license has to be made by 2/3-majority. Any licensee
can contest the decision made by the board at the next AGM. If the board
withdraws the license and the Membership supports the Board’s decision the
licensee loses the right to use the UK PRIDE name and everything related to
it.
c. An alternate host may be selected by the Board, who will receive the title and
the right to host
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